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Highlights of the 2014 Program

In addition to the many promising presentations and three concurrent programs (see p 6) planned for our 2014 program, we have some exciting special events!

Wednesday, July 30
Open Board Meeting, 7-8pm

Thursday, July 31
Todd Zakrajsek’s plenary talk, 4-5:30pm
  Drawing from Multiple Disciplines: Strategies and Suggestions for Teaching from an Informed Perspective
AAPT Members Meeting, 6:30pm
Welcome Reception and Founders’ Celebration, 7:15-9pm
  Co-sponsored by AAPT and CSB/SJU

Friday, August 1
Plenary Panel: Women Undergraduates, Justice and the Future of Philosophy, 9-10:30am
  Featuring Kathryn Norlock, Jean Keller, and Jeanine Weekes Schroer
  Chaired by Stephen Bloch-Schulman
Presidential Address and Banquet, 5:30-8:30pm
  David Concepción, Inclusive Pedagogy
  Philosophy Trivia, with Russell Marcus, 9pm

Saturday, August 2
Amy Ferrer’s plenary talk, from 4-5:30
  The American Philosophical Association: Past, Present, and Future
Conference Barbecue, 6-7:30pm
  Philosophy on Tap, with Matt Lawrence, 8pm

Sunday, August 3
Get-away Get-Together at Emily Esch’s House, 10:30am-2:30pm.